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Italian pocket transistor radios: 
the Voxson mod. 750 “Magic” 

 
by Lello Salvatore (lello.salvatore@libero.it)  

English translation edited by Robert Davidson (worldtransistors@gmail.com)  

 
Fig.1 (the Voxson Magic in three color variations) 

 
In Issue 67 of ARM, ample space was devoted to the first ten years of F.A.R.E.T.-VOXSON: a 
decade full of successes that the company wanted to celebrate, marking it with a commemorative 
bronze medallion, weighing 316 g  and measuring 99 mm in diameter, shown (front and back) here 

in fig. 2 and fig. 3. 
 The F.A.R.E.T. (Fabbrica Apparecchi Radio E Televisione), 
as compared to other Italian companies in the electronics 
industry, was characterized by its propensity to build portable 
radios powered by batteries as well as, optionally, by AC. 
F.A.R.E.T.  made its debut with the VOXSON brand, and its 
first radios employed 4 miniature tubes, one example being 
the model 603 Dinghy, a MW and SW radio receiver (overall 
dimensions 15x22x6 cm) for which an advertisment appeared 
on page 22 of issue 160, December 1952, of the prestigious 
magazine "Radio Industria Televisione". And if 1952 was the 
year of the birth of Faret (as can be read on page 70 of the 
above mentioned issue of Radio Industry), the years to follow 
saw it as leader, along 

with a number of other small and medium-sized enterprises 
scattered throughout the Center-North of Italy, of the 
economic miracle that our country painfully but progressively 
was undergoing at the time. Voxson immediately proved to be 
a modern and cutting-edge company capable of keeping up 
with the times and creating new products that took advantage 
of modern technologies (the junction transistor in the first 
place, followed by printed circuit technology), adapting them 
to changes in society and the needs of the end-user. The model 
Zephyr 725 (dimensions 160x100x45 mm), also known as 
Zephyr 1° (primo, Zephyr the first), described in ARM No. 62 
and 67, is a radio defined as a “pocket radio” by its 
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manufacturer (a “coat pocket” radio in cabinet dimensions, and certainly not a “shirt pocket” radio), 
and was launched on the market by Voxson in 1957, just three years after the world's first 
commercial transistor radio, the by now famous American Regency TR-1, described in the issue n. 
39 of ARM (dimensions in inches: 3x5x1¼ ", equal to approxmately 75 x 125 x 31 mm). Today the 
Zephyr 1° is considered whether right or wrong the first commercial transistor radio in Italy1. 
(LELLO, DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THIS? YOU’VE STATED IN YOUR RADIALBA 
ARTICLE THAT THE RADIALBA 2010 WAS ITALY’S FIRST COMMERCIAL TRANSISTOR 
RADIO)  
 

THE MAGIC OUTSIDE ... 
 
While the Zephyr 1’s chassis2, following its predecessors equipped with subminiature valves (the 
model 506 Starlet, dated 1954, described on the No. 72 of ARM), was still a hand-wired circuit, in 
all other pocket transistor radio models built by Voxson, the chassis is a printed circuit board on 
which all components are assembled and soldered. Moreover, all these portable models, that is, built 
to be powered by batteries (but predisposed also for use at home on AC and in the car with the car 
battery), have a horizontal plastic-made cabinet or, in some models, also of leather. The only 
exception is represented by the 750 model, also known as MAGIC 
 (Fig.1), which is the only really pocket-sized radio 
produced by Voxson and, moreover, the only one with a 
vertical orientation (height 11.4 cm - width cm 7.5 - 
thickness of just 3.5 cm). In the modest assortment of 
pocket transistor radios and oversized pocket sets produced 
in Italy in the golden age of transistor radio (1954-1968)3, 
the horizontal format was much more common than the 
vertical. Placing the Magic next to the same year’s Transix 
radio of the Negro & Torretta Company (SNT), a pocket 
radio described by me in issue 92 of ARM, we note that the 
two sets have almost identical dimensions, thus slightly 
exceeding the standard imposed by what was then the 
highest selling pocket transistor radio in the world, the 
Sony TR-610, launched in June of 1958, height 10.6 cm - 
6.3 wide and 2.5 cm thick. The Magic (fig.4), however, has 
its own design that deviates from that of the 
aforementioned Sony TR-610 imitated by many national 
and foreign radio makers of that time and today has 
become an icon among pocket transistor radios. 

The Magic has strong and pleasant lines and features a wide silver-
colored perforated metal front grille which is not circular, and 
neither square nor rectangular but in the shape of an isosceles 
trapezoid with the small base at the bottom and the larger base 
facing upwards. Above this grille is a metal plate of a light gray hue 
that bears the raised (engraved from inside) gold numbers of the 
tuning dial (scale) indicating the receiveble frequencies (from 520 
to 1600 kHz).  At the center of  this plate is a window through 
which appears a dial pointer on a tuning wheel fixed to the tuning 
capacitor pulley. Around the edges is a raised gold metal ridge that 
demarcates the front part of the plastic cabinet on three sides and 
separates the perforated grille and the plate between them: between 
these,  the inscription VOXSON is engraved in red.  
 

Fig.5 (rear stand) 
   
The  raised inscription,  “MAGIC” appears on the plastic along the bottom of the cabinet face. 
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Two small and wafer-thin black knobs protrude laterally from two rear panel openings: the right 
one is used for tuning, while the one on the left is used for switching on and off as well as for 
adjusting the listening volume. On the cabinet’s back face, close to the bottom 

and in an unusual horizontal position4, there is a metal stand (Fig.4) 
that allows the radio to sit at an angle. As with all pocket radios, there 
is an earphone jack – here, on the left side, near the volume knob 
(Fig. 6).  
 
In the 1960 advertising catalog (Fig. 7), among the various TV sets, 
radios, car radios and record players in the shape of suitcases 
produced that year by the Rome-based company, the Magic shows 
itself off well with its main features on one page inside.…  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig.6 
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Fig.7 (1960 Voxson Catalog) 

 
 
 

.....THE MAGIC INSIDE 
 
By removing the cabinet back (Fig. 8) of our small radio receiver we are struck by several things.  
First, the position of the two black knobs protruding from the soldered side (the side in view) of  
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            Fig.8 (rear panel inside)       Fig.9 (chassis, printed side)      Fig.10 (case inside with speaker) 
 
 

the printed circuit board (Fig. 9) we discover, looking more 
closely, that the miniature potentiometer (volume control) 
used to adjust the volume is not equipped with its own on-off 
switch, as is typical for a pocket-sized transistor radio. In fact, 
turning the radio on or off by means of the volume knob takes 
place thanks to a protrusion of its plastic shank that moves a 
metal lever fixed on the printed circuit. This simple and cheap 
solution is also found on the Regency TR-1!  
And it turns out that to connect a standard modern 9-volt 
battery, it is necessary to slightly lift the chassis, and to do 
this, but also to remove it completely, there is no need to 
unscrew any screws; it is sufficient to move the cross-shaped 
metal clip sliding upwards onto the yoke of the loudspeaker 
which keeps the chassis locked inside the cabinet. Removed 
the chassis (Fig. 10) and  turned on the component side  

Fig.11 (chassis, parts side)        
 
(Fig.11), the tight integration of the components is worthy of the most tangled chassis of a Japanese 
radio. At the top is the thin ferrite core along the antenna coil with the set's tuning capacitor and 
volume control next to it. The tuning capacitor along its vernier pulley and index and the volume 
control are mounted on a single metal support fixed to the chassis, to the printed circuit board with 
two screws. This is a solution created arguably by Voxson that is rarely adopted on other foreign 
models but is found identically in several Italian pocket radios following the Magic. In fact, the 
aforesaid construction peculiarity was adopted in the following radios: in the "Giby" (see ARM No. 
32), also launched, like the Magic, in 1960 by GBC and marked with the initials AR/19 or, in kit as 
SM / 19; in the first Geloso pocket-sized radio, the model Polaris G3303 (ARM No. 79) and in the 
C.I.P. (ARM No. 97), provided by the Elektrophon Italiana", both of 1961. Also the Transix by 
SNT employes this single metal support whit the tuning capacitor, its vernier pulley and the volume 
control. 
Referring to Fig.11, the parts view of the Magic's chassis shows in a central position, proceeding 
from right to left, the oscillator coil (T2) and the three intermediate frequency (I.F.) transformers 
(each with a yellow dot painted) arranged in order: T3, T4 and T5. These indications are those 
given in the two very useful pages (Figures 12 and 13) of the Voxson Technical Bulletin No. 411, 
related to our pocket radio receiver.  
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Fig.12 
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Fig.13 

 
 
Referring to the printed circuit board in Figure 11, four of the five transistors employed are made by 
Philips and are easy to note. In particular we can see: the two metal cased OC72 audio transistors 
placed close to the output transformer (on the right side of the chassis, just under the oscillator coil 
(T2)  and indicated as T7 in the schematic diagram of the Voxson Bulletin) for the class B power 
output stage; the audio-frequency pilot transistor amplifier; an OC75 in a black glass case; one of 
the two drift transistors that are the ones that the receiver uses in the radiofrequency stages, ie the 
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OC169, placed between T4 and T5, the only I.F. amplifier transistor present in the circuit of this 
radio. The other drift, an OC170 used as a frequency converter, is not in view on the chassis as it is 
mounted below the metal support bearing the tuning capacitor and the volume control (see Fig.12). 
Both RF transistors are made with a metal case and equipped with four terminals, the fourth of 
which acts as a shield and is electrically connected to the case. It should be noted that among the 
other peculiar characteristics of this radio, the advertising catalog also mentions the extraordinary 
drift-transistors (already explained in my article on the small Geloso Sirio receiver of 1961, on 
ARM No. 86). I remember very well that they were modern transistors at that time and therefore 
also more expensive, made by combining the alloy transistors manufacturing technique (introduced 
in 1951) with those of diffusion (experimented in the mid-50s): the final result was a better 
performance on higher frequencies. I also remember that the first drift-transistor, 2N247 was put on 
the market in 1957 by the RCA. Apart from other transistors, the other components are all of Italian 
production. On the chassis you can see the electrolytic capacitors with the lettering CREAS while 
on one side of the audio output transformer there is a mini label with the lettering Voxson - output. 
The schematic diagram of the Magic is shown on the second page (Fig. 13) of the Voxson Bulletin. 
In it there is everything that can be very useful to a repair technician: in addition to the radio 
receiver's measures and to its weight of 320 grams, including the battery, are given for this set other 
features and performance, the transistors types and their functions, the alignment instructions5, etc. 
The Bulletin is fully reported on the "Schemario di Apparecchi Radio a Transistor" volume I, author 
Romano Rosati, published by the Edizioni C.E.L.I. in Bologna. 
  
It also should be noted that on the paper label glued inside the rear panel (Fig. 8), are shown the 
abbreviations of the transistors and their function. On this label in addition to the brand and model 
number, are also displayed the Voxson's types of 9-volt batteries. And the presence of two sets of 
"shutters" made on the plastic back panel for the obvious purpose to facilitate the escape of the 
sound waves produced by the loudspeaker. And the last thing I observe about the rear cover of the 
Magic is the presence of the very small lettering "plasticon" that appears, in relief, near the left end 
of the horizontal metal stand (Fig. 14). The same lettering can also be seen in the lower right corner 
of the plastic cabinet (fig.15). I guess it's the trade name or trademark of the plastic used for the 
Magic’s cabinet. The useage of plastic materials for cabinets is an important part of the history of 
pocket radios and of portable ones in general: just think of their progenitor, the Regency TR-1 
whose cabinet is also made of plastic. Besides the years of transistor radios, those were the years of 
invention and innovation among new plastic materials. Who, among the Italian less young readers, 
dosen't remember the famous jingle on the moplen6that the funny Italian actor Gino Bramieri sung 
in the 60ies in the CAROSELLO ads-tv-prgramm  (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PNCpF4K-
-Fs)? 
 

    
Fig.14     Fig.15 
 

COLLECTING AND MARKET 
 
Speaking of plastics, our Magic was available in five different colors, which, according to the 
Voxson designations found in Bollettino n. 411 (Fig. 12), are: light green, coral red, India white, 
light gray and light blue, these last two colors that only rarely have I found wandering for many 
years among the tables at the legendary Marzaglia market in the outskirts of Modena. 
On page 230 of our "Guide to Transistor Radios", the Magic appears, along with other Voxson 
models, in its light blue color. As Alessandro tells me, Magic makes its own appearance only in the 
ANIE catalogs No. 6 (from 1960 -61) and No. 7 of the following two-year period: the price 
indicated here is equal to Lire 24,800 to which it was necessary to add Lire 1,600 and 3,800 to 
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purchase, respectively, the purse (figs.16 and 17) and the headset. Also for the Magic, like other 
Italian or foreign pocket radios, built using the latest technologies of that time, the price was quite 
high and not really accessible to everyone. On the No. 92 of ARM, speaking of the Transix SNT, I 
made a comparison between the selling price of this radio with the prices of other pocket radios 
produced in those years by other manufacturers and, to give a clearer view here, the price at that 
time was also reported in corrospondence with the Euro of the current times. I am not able to 
decode the n. 265550 that you see printed on the paper label glued on the tuning capacitor of the 
chassis of my white India color Magic visible in figure 9. The fact is that all the Magics that have 
come across my hands (including obviously those shown in the article) had on their tuning capacitor 
this label with a number: I imagine that with it the company intended to indicate not only the serial 
number of the set but also the year of production. Although there are various documentations on the 
Voxson company and its products, I have not been able to find the data, the numbers on its 
industrial production. For those wishing to try to look for other documentation of Voxson and might 
have better luck finding data on the quantities produced for the only truly pocketable radio of this 
company, I report that on the other two Magics of the article in the labels is reported the n. 243581 
and the n. 256871, respectively in the red coral and in the other light green.  
 Even today, after more than 50 years, it is not impossible but it is still difficult to come 
across in a Voxson Magic. For this purpose we must patiently and assiduously visit all those 
suitable places such as flea markets (generic or specific of vintage electronics) or the websites of 
adverts or auctions. On eBay, the best known, the most popular and used online auction site, I will 
have seen in almost three lustrums (five-year period)  three or four examples of the Magic, no more. 
The most sought-after color, the one coral, a few years ago managed to exceed the asking price of 
100 Euros, but it was obviously a well-kept example without damages, and with the original 
electronics and the leather case as accesory. 
 

EPILOGUE 
 
At the Milan Fair in 1960, the Magic was presented, along with other devices from this important 
Rome-based radio-electronic company, among the novelties of that year. Radio Industria e 
Televisione (Radio Industry Television journal) n. 248 (April 1960), in presenting the Voxson 
products of the portable radio sector, reported that: "the new Voxson Magic is a true miniature 
radio, very small, and it can therefore easily be carried in a pocket or purse. Sensitivity and audio 
power of this set are truly exceptional, and the manufacturer claims to have distinguished it from 
all the plethora of pocket receivers that more or less are legally invading Italy. Actually the Magic 
is a real radio and we believe that it is beating the competition, above all because: it is more 
sensitive; it is more powerful; and has greater autonomy. It should also be considered in the right 
way for this device Voxson gives all the guarantees and therefore can be purchased with complete 
peace of mind ". 
 Taking me back to that year of 1960, I like to imagine a young man who from his pocket 
Voxson Magic listens to and follows the news on two of the most extraordinary world events that 
passed that year: the victory of the Ethiopian Abebe Bikila in the marathon, which he ran without 
shoes, at the Games of the XVII Olympiad in Rome (25 August - 11 September), and the election of 
President of the United States, the catholic and Irish-origin John Fitzgerald Kennedy, which took 
place on 8 November. 
For those readers who would like to see and listen to the Voxson Magic, I prepared a video visible 
on You Tube, accessible by typing Voxson Magic or by going directly to the following web 
address: http: www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFszjlJnLQA 
 
I thank my friend Antonio De Fazio Mazzei for making available the medallion and the 1960 
Voxson catalog. 
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Fig.16       Fig.17 

                                                
1 See the Radialba mod.2010's article on the ARM issue No. 89. The primacy to the Zephyr 1° is 
disputed precisely by the Radialba 2010 of the Milanese company Radio Allocchio Bacchini. 
2 Inside the Zephyr 1° there is already a panel of Bakelite or similar material, of those used for the 
manufacture of printed circuits. This panel, however, is devoid of the circuit, of the printed 
connections and carries, wired by hand, all the components and connections of the radio frequency 
stages. 
3 The indicated period is that in which transistor radios of greater historical and collection interest 
were produced. "Transistor Radio 1954-1968" is the title of a book-catalog with color photos, 
captions and prices, created by Norman Smith and published in 1998 by Schiffer Publishing Ltd. 
(USA). 
4 The overwhelming majority of vertical pocket radios were fitted with either a revolving U-shaped 
metal rod applied on either side of the cabinet or a metal rod (stirrup), vertically fixed to the center 
of the back panel and reclining . The horizontal arrangement of the dipstick on the rear panel is 
typical of some pocket models of Italian manufacture and is almost absent in foreign radios. 
5 In the pictorial schematic of the Magic reported in the Voxson Bulletin, the design of the tuning 
capacitor does not appear so that the identification of the C4A and C1A capacitor trimmers 
indicated in the schematic diagram must be performed by the service technician 
6 Moplen was the registered trademark introduced by the Italian chemical industry Montecatini of a 
known plastic material, the isotactic polypropylene (PP-H), obtained by polymerization reaction 
from propylene. This material is considered to be deeply innovative because it has revolutionized 
the thermoplastic materials industry due to its mechanical resistance and machinability. Moplen is 
still one of the most widely used thermoplastic materials in the industry, and is widely used in the 
sanitary and domestic sectors. Propylene was first polymerized to a crystalline isotactic polymer by 
the Italian chemist Giulio Natta as well by the German chemist Karl Rehn in March 1954. In 1963 
Natta, along with another German chemist, Karl Ziegler, both were awarded the Nobel Prize in 
Chemistry for their discoveries in the science and technology of polymers. 
 
Salorno (BZ) Italy, May 21, 2018 
 
 
© Copyright 2018, Lello Salvatore. This article may be freely reproduced. The only thing the author 
asks is to the mention of his name for his effort. 
 
           Lello Salvatore 
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Please note: The first edition of this article was published in the issue N.119 
of the Italian bimonthly journal for vintage radios, Antique Radio Magazine. 
You can find the Italian-language issue at:        
htttp://www.antiqueradio.it/ARM/index.php?page=shop.product_details&flypa
ge=flypage.tpl&product_id=269&category_id=13&option=com_virtuemart&Ite
mid=62 


